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ABOUT THE IPTS REPORT

be IPTS Report uas launcbed in December 1995, on the request and uncler tbe auspices of
Commissioner Cresson. lVhat seemed like a daunting cballenge in late 1995, now appears in retrospect

as a crucial galuaniser of tbe IPTS' energies and skilk

Tlte R@ort bas published articles in nutnerous areas, maintaining a rough balance betueen them, and.
exploiting interdisciplinarity as far as possible. Artictes are deemed prospectiuely releuant if tbey attempt to
explore issues not yet on the policymaker's agenda (but projected to be there sooner or later), or
underappreciated aspects ofissues already on the policymaker's agenda. The long drafting and redrafting
process, based on a series ofinteractiue consultations witb outside experts, guarantees quality control.

Tlte clearest indication of tbe report's success is tbat it is being read. An initial print run of 20Mfor tbe firct
issue (00) in December 1995 looked optimistic at tbe time, but issue 00 bas since turned into a collector,s
item' Total readercbip rose to around 10,000 in 1997, witb readers continuing to be drawn from a uarie4)
of backgrounds and regions world-wide, and in 1998 a sbifi in empbasis touards the electronic uersion on
tbe Web bas begun,

Tlte laurels the publication is reaping are rendering it attractiue Jor autbors from outside tbe Commission.
'We baue already publisbed contributions by autborsfrom sucb renowned. institutians as the Dutcb TNO, tbe
German WI, tbe ltalian ENEA and tbe US Council of Strategic and International Studies.

Moreouer, tbe IPTS formally collaborates on tbe production of tbe IPTS Report witb a group of prestigious
European institutions, witb whom tbe IPTS bas formed tbe European Science and Tecbnologt Obseruatory
(EST))' an important pan of tbe remit of tbe IPTS. Tlte IPTS Report is tbe most uisible manifestation of tbis
collaboration.

Tl:e R@ort is produced simultaneously in four languages (Englisb, Frencb, German and Spanisb) b1t tbe
IPTS; to tbese one could add tbe ltalian translation uolunteered by ENEA: yet anotber sign of the Report's
increasing uisibility. Tbe fact tbat it is not only auailable in seueral languages, but ako largely prepared and
produced on tbe Internet tYorld tvide web, makes it quite an uncornmon undertaking.

We sball continue to endeauour to find tbe best uay of futfilting tbe e pecta.tions of our quite diuerse
readercbip, auoiding ouersimplification, as well as encyclopaedic reuiews and the inaccessibility of academic
journak. Tlte key is to rentind ourselues, as well as the readers, tbat ue cannot be all tbings to all people, tbat
it ts important to carae out our nicbe and continue optimalty exploring and exploiting it, boping to
illuminate topics under a new, reuealing tigbt for tbe benefit of tbe readers, in order to prqare tbem for
managing tbe cballenges abead.
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Preface

/ae opportunitizd an? challenged ueate? by tbe aimubaneout

eatablfu/ament o/ tbe tLone'tary (fnbn, ?evelopment of t/ae

European Singb tWarket, an7 enkrgemznt of tbe Union'd mzmberdbtp

all auggedt major cbanged for tbe EU in tbe coming ten yeara, perbapd

atnong t/ee mndt digni/ixant ever to bappen in Europe in timz of peace.

Moreove4 the continuc? /ail pace? Aevelopmznta in information an?

communi.cation technologi* an? life rcience4 at pell at t/ae/all impact

of integrating environmzntal concernt in all atpectt of polny mnking

create major opportuniti^et /or ma.nkin?, but at tbe tamz timz, porc

aeri"out docictal quutiona wbbb will abo con?ition Europe'a /uture.

In?ee7, by 2010, pe will dee a auldtantially ?ffirent economic an? geo-

politiral enuironmznt, wbere tbe way we work an? live will be profoun?ly

fficte?. In thit context, it it eqecially important to belp ?evelop a

European Union which reinforcet prodperity an? employmtnt, pbibt

redpon?ing to tbe preuuret from competitord from abroa7 operating in

very Affirent environmznta. Tbe opportunititt ffire? by t/aue weeping

changea will be edpecially importantfor Europe, wbere tlaey will repreaent

a rat/aer untquz, one-timz, cbance: tbiJ iJ upecially obviout in the cau o/

tlae creatbn of tbe EURO.
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For that reuon, I bave ailce? tbe Inatitute /or Proapectiue Tec/anol^ogital

StuAiza of the Joint Ruearch Centre to analyte tbe poltcy implbatinnt

arfuing /rom tbue force4 pbic/t are Ariving Europeb competitiveneu,

employmznt an? tecbnologry polrcy.

Tbe purporc o/ t/tit initiativc, known at tlae Futaret project, it to analyde

tbe impact that duclt claallcnget will bave for poh"ry ?ecfuiont. Tlae

Futuru proJect, wbbb tarte? in April 1998, ir engaging more tban 150

expertt an7 policy-ma.kert to work in an interactiue proceJd bau? on

expert paneb an? policy worktbopd, aupporte? by backgroun? ruearcb,

an7 in u'hicb all concerne? Commi,atbn aerpicea bave been aaaociate?,

ll/itlaout quettion, tbe EU will be very ?ffirent in tbe year 2010 /rom

what it it now. I look forwar? to tbe redultt w/ai"cb we will get /rom tbe

Futuru project to belp make Europe not only ?ffirent, but mndt

importantly a muc/a better plarc to lipe an? work in.

-J,J-J,JJ
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Edltorlal

Information rlrd Communication Technology

The Promlslno F[ture of lntern€t Telepnony

Voice telephony, using the Internet as a transmission medium to provide low-cost services is

likely to reduce the profitability of standard telephony to the extent that incumbent operators

are obliged to restructure the service they offer in order to compete. The attendant benefits to

consumers need not be in conflict with principles of universal access.

Energy Infrastructures: Th€ Informailon tletwork of Tomorrow?

Despite progressive deregulation in telecoms markets the large investment required to

compete in the local loop has so far been a major obstacle to competitor's seeking to enter

the field. By allowing use of existing electricity distribution infrastructure to provide data

communications at high speed, new technology able to use power lines effectively as a LAN

could bring about important changes in the sector.

sldlls and Training

21 Europ€ and th€ Challeng€ of the Braln Draln

r' In the current climate of increasing internationalization of S&T research and the market for

high-level skills, a number of factors need to be examined in order to understand why flows

come to be biased in certain directions and to decide what steos could be taken.

Bioteclrnology

28 Photoreceptor Prot€lns: Smart Materlals for th€ Electronlcs of the
, il6xt Mlllennlum
:'

' Although not yet a direct competitor to the classic silicon chip, 'biochips' using proteins with

photoelectric properties look promising for a wide range of applications from high-definition

displays to non-destructive testing applications. Market success, however, depends on more

than just ingenious technology.

Regional Development
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34 The Trlple Hellx Mod€l: a Tool for the
i:i 
' soclo-Economlc systems

The triple-helix model of interactions between

the promotion of technology innovation could

S/T policy issues.

Study of Europ€an Reglonal

academia, government and business in

be a useful model to helo understand'
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EDITORIAL

Dimitris Kyriakou with C. Di Pietro and S. Gomez y Paloma

November 1998

In the context of free trade MPCs may

increase their income by specialising in types of

production where they have a comparative

advantage; however, this situation could lead

Southern EU countries and MPCs to compete in

the same economic activities. Whereas above

we saw how free trade can enable the income

enhancing role of technology (through

technology diffusion), technology in its turn can

safeguard gains from trade and alleviate

tensions emanating from increased competition

by promoting symbiotic relationships.

Technology may enable two kinds of

symbiotic relationships between Southern EU

countries and MPCs. First, the EU and MPCs

may target different segments of a market by

occupying different technological niches.

Second, an efficient division of labour may be

achieved between EU capital intensive

activities and MPCs' labour intensive activities

through a process of vertical integration. For

instance, in the last five years the significant

enhancement in trade between MPCs

and southern regions of ltaly in traditional

industries may be attributed to the increased

cooperation between SMEs across the

Mediterranean basin.

No 29
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he Euro-Mediterranean partnership

announced during the Interministerial

Conference at Barcelona in November
'I 995 comprises a series of policy

statements and agreements on economic/

technical and financial cooperation designed to

form the groundwork for a freetrade zone

between the European Union (EU) and the non-

EU, or Mediterranean Partner Countries (MPCs)

to be established by 2010.

What is the role of S/| in making this

happen, and making it last? There are at least

two channels in which the S|I contribution can

be critical; they both operate through income

growth. There are significant demographic and

migration pressures originating in MPCs which

are exacerbated by insufficient income growth

levels, and these are projected to continue.

Two of the ways in which a country can raise

its income are trade and technological progress.

The creation of the Euro-Mediterranean free

trade area will not only explore the first channel,

it will also promote the second. The setting up of

the Euro-Mediterranean free trade area will

likely increase technology diffusion towards

MPCs. But this is not the end of the story...

J-J,J,J,J
@ IPTS - JRC - Seville. 1998
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The Promising Future of Internet
Telephony

loannis Maghiros, rPfS

lssue: As a result malnly of the liberalization of International telecommunlcafion servlces

and the rapldly evolvhg technologlcal envlronment, the mlgratlon from tractlflonal clrcult-

swltchecl networks towards shared packet transport networks has €nabl€d a mlx of new

appllcatlons to emerge. Among these ls Intefnet telephony ilTel) or volce over lP UotP), the

technology that enables volce calls to be routed over publlc or prlvate data networlG.

Relevance: An Increaslng number of major players from a varlety of dlfferent backgrounds

are comlng together to provlde a new set of Internet-based multlmedla-content seMces,

bas€d on hternet telephony technology. Thts ls placlng Increasing pressure on ths pollcy-

maker to regulate, even before the lTel technology becomes commerclally mature.

htroductlon enhances the utility of the computer interface to

provide novel added-value services, its rapid

development is due to the fact that it offers cost

savings relative to standard telephony pricing

schemes. This economic advantage stems from the

more efficient use it makes of existing long-

distance bandwidth (least cost routing and better

compression techniques at the expense of sound

quality), as well as by avoiding inflated cross-

border tariffsl (bearing in mind that currently

access fees for long distance traffic do not apply to

the Internet). lt could of course be argued that the

cunently achieved price-performance efficiency

would decrease as future Internet access changes

are implemented internationally.

Technologlcal Developments

lTel technology applications go beyond simply

replacing phone{o-phone communications

(voice, fax). The range of possible applications

includes unified Web-messaging mostly over

digital packets, which are then compressed and

Tel is a technology that allows voice to be

transmitted worldwide over the lnternet at

very low cost. This is accomplished by

digitizing and cufting-up voice calls into

transmifted independently over the lnternet to

their destination where they are reassembled into

speech. Initially it allowed only PC to PC

connections through complex and low speed, low

qual ity tech nology. Technological advances have

recently enabled the technology to be used for

PC{o{elephone and even normal telephone{o-

telephone connections, thus allowing a wider

variety of applications to be developed, including

Internet faxing, a system intrinsically better suited

to packet-switched networks.

Whatever the consequences of this technology,

i.e. whether it comes to replace traditional long

distance of telephony service carriers or if it

'T,J,J-J
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lTeltechnologv allows

voice transmission via

packetized data

communication across

the Internet. Originally

only possible from
PC to PC technical

developments are

expanding the quality

of the service and the
range of possibilities
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Although at present

the main attraction of
lTel is price, its wide

range of multimedia

applications means in

the long run it will be

able to offer enhanced

functionaliW to users

No 29 November 1998

corporate Intranets (voice, text, video, shared end-up using a greater share of available

workspace, etc.), Internet call waiting and Web- bandwidth in order to deliver better quality

enabled call cenkes. In the long-run lTel may multimedia content.

come to include all computer-mediated human . Access device technology: Utilizing the

communications in order to offer enhanced standard telephone, instead of a PC, is

functionality for the end-user. However, if this is becoming possible thanks to set-top boxes

to be achieved, the Internet itself needs to become costing a fraction of the price of a PC (Box 1 ).

more efficient and reliable. Some of the more The use of the telephone as an entry-level

important lTel-related technological issues for device {or Internet applications2 (e.g.

which solutions are required include: e-commerce, advertising) may have significant

o Internet bandwidth: The current future impacts. Conversely, an enhanced

implementation of lTel technology requires capability PC could act as 'Call Manager',

less bandwidth than most other lnternet providing end-user functionality, such as

applications (e.g. Web browsers). However, it teleconferencing and tele-working, mostly

is predicted that emerging applications will needed in the business environment.

Box 1. AccGrs Devlces, Enhanced Applicatlom and Industry Protocols

. A French firm has developed a low cost software/hardware system (the 'Aplio' box) that

may be connected directly to the normal telephone line allowing cost-effective

communicate voice via the lnternet. The user dials the number of the person he wishes to

talk to (who must also own an Aplio-box) and as soon as the phone on the other side rings,

he presses a button and hangs the handset. The Aplio-box then re-instates the

communication path by dialling through the public Internet, thus providing lTel cost-

savings through the standard telephone handset.

. The convergence of voice and data already appear to have become a commercial success/

especially in the area of "Customer Interaction Networks" where services such as scheduling

of response times and segmenting of customers into priority groups is of vital importance.

With early applications appearing in the financial, customer support and the medical services

industry, these systems allow each call and/or e-mail message that enters the system to be

identified and matched up according to customer records stored in a network database.

lmmediately specialized staff is 'priorig assigned' to the customer support task,

. Data networking company Cisco has developed a "tag-switching" protocol with which the

first packet carries sufficient information to clear the path for subsequent packets. Ericsson

has developed an lTel system which offers phone-to-phone, fax-to-fax and PC{o-phone

services over an lP network for service providers to use, which includes a Web based

operations and management facility. Moreover, Cisco and hardware manufacturer Hewleft

Packard are developing a billing system that would allow lnternet Service Providers extract

accounting information from an lP environment, similar to the one telephone operators

exploit, in order to bill clients accordingly.

T,J,J-J,J
@ IPTS - JRC - Seville, 1998
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. Standards (and bridging capabilities): Such as

the public telephone network PSTN/IP

Cateway Interoperability standard, which

allows lP-encoded voice messages to enter the

public telephone system but could be

enhanced to support Data calls and fax, and

priority-handling standards, such as the

Resource reSerVation Protocol (RSVP), which

enables an application to request a certain

amount of bandwidth with a maximum

acceptable delay3 are also critical.

. Quality of Service: QoS, mainly describing the

audio quality of the service, is a factor that

allows different market segments to develop in

parallel depending on the pricing models

implemented. Individuals may accept some

loss of audio quality for calls that are virtually

free, whereas a company might be willing to

pay extra for improved audio quality as well as

multimedia value-added services. Minimum

acceptable levels of audio quality at a low

price may accelerate the diffusion of Internet-

based voice systems.

. Security: Software problems encountered

when mixing commercially available

encryption products with voice compression,

together with the fact that voice traffic is

sensitive to latency, means there are currently

problems with the security of voice traffic

over lP networks. Hardware-based security is

currentlv available but at a cost that would

undermine its economic attractiveness. In

addition U.S. export restrictions that limit

the use of strong encryption software may

prove to be a legal hurdle for international

lTel implementations.

iiarket DeYelopments

The number of lTel users globally is expected to

grow to 5m by the year 2001, a very lucrative

market segment considering the added-value

services on offer but of small dimensions comoared

-JTJ.J'
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to the existing 300 million Internet users or the 500

million mobile telephony users market. Moreover

current figures for lTel revenues, estimated at $300

million (US), do not represent a threat to standard

telephony operators (international call market

valued at nearly $70 billion - see ref.7).

Nevertheless, a recently released study from

Tarifica, (see ref, 6), predicts that lTel may represent

as much as 43% of fixed and orobile international

traffic by 2003 despite quality and interoperability

issues. In addition the number of new entrants in

the market (Box 2 - lTel Market Developments) also

confirms the vigour of lTel.

Consumer lTel applications (phone, fax) are

currently more widely publicized, but corporate

demand for lTel will be the new market mover

since many enterprises own dedicated data lines

on to which lTel of standard quality may

blossom. Other more end-user added-value

applications are dependent on the evolution of

the Internet market as a whole and as such they

will only come later and at different stages of the

Internet evolution. Incumbent operators are left

with the choice beween either missing out on a

new market or moving into the lTel market and

trying to make the best of their Intranets, on

which they guarantee QoS, for new added-value

services, albeit under the threat of lower

profitability for telephony services. However

this scenario is not likely until the international

call market is no longer so profitable, and

related legislation and interoperability standards

are better defined.

In this sefting, longer-term profits will be

derived from the investment in lP infrastructure

for those engaging in added-value services.

Nevertheless, there is growing concern by all

actors involved (private and public), over the

evolution of the existing regulatory environment

as a result of the growth of lTel as a substitute of

circuit switched transmission. In addition, it is

The IPTS Report

Realization of the
potential of lTel wil.

depend to some extent

on solutions being

found for access-

device availabiliW

security, quality of
service and bandwidth

issues, which affect the
Internet as a whole

The number of users is

expected to grow

substantially over the
coming years. Perhaps

the most important

drivers will be

corporate users

seeking to get the
most out of their

existing htranets
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The growth of lTel will

have an impact on the
prof itability of standard

telephony, pushing
nnorsfnre infnvPv, uLv, J rr rLv

services with greater

added value
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Box 2.lTel Markd Developments

ln 1997 commercial development of lTel (initially dominated by relatively unknown startrups like

VocalTec, NetSpeak and eNet) saw significant market interest from a number of strong

Telecommunications Industry actors, such as (i) data-networking companies (Cisco, Bay

Networks); (ii) telecoms equipment vendors (Lucent, Nortel, Siemens), as well as (iii) the more

traditional PTT operators (Ielecom Finland - Sonera, Deutche Telecom). Todav in the U.S.A.

almost 30 companies offer VolP and fax services at prices that are up to 75o/o cheaper than

standard prices. Examples of this fervent activity include:

. IBM has agreed to offer IDT's Net2Phone product to their ISP customers, charging a rate

of between 10 and 20 cents per minute to calls to most of Western Europe for its

PC{ophone service.

. AT&T recently announced a new service called Connect 'N Save, offering two stage dialling

and using AT&T's lP Network in the US. AT&Ts revamped Chat'N Talk program is on offer to

Lycos chat group participants offering additional voice communication capabilities.

r Deutsche Telecom, offers a service (phone-to-phone, PC-based lTel) to almost 100 countries

starting from its UK based subsidiary T-Net Call and using its own proprietary links.

r France Telecom has installed an inter-office phone connection (a phone+o-phone system over

frame relay) between its NY, Chicago and San Francisco sites; it has also bought a holding in

the American gateway design company eFUSION.

. Shell Sweden is offering its customers the possibility of making calls abroad and to cellular

phones using lTel in co-operation with the Swedish telecorn company Clocalnet.

. Siemens is trialing a carrier grade lTel solution based on Netspeak advanced lTel software.

. Chiyoda Sangyo of Japan is offering a commercial service of very good quality, which is totally

transparent to the end user and costs Z5 Yen per 3 minutes (compared with an average 450 Yen

per 3 minutes offered by KDD of Japan and a call-back service also on offer from Chiyoda for

an average 150-200 Yen per 3 minutes). fSource: USAToday, 10 Feb.'98; and ref. 71.

clear that advanced uses of lTel bear little

similarity to the basic telephony service. In the

end, there is an increasing demand on the

policy-maker to regulate even before the

lTel technology proves to be commercially

mature (Box 3 - Recent Legislative lTel related

Developments world-wide).

ln the near future, if there are no changes to

the current regulatory status of lTel, the

increasing pressure on the existing pricing model

from new market entrants is likelv to draw

incumbent telecoms providers into the lTel

market. This could well result in market

fragmentation and an erosion of the competitive

advantage small players have in supplying basic

lTel services. Indeed, it is likely to cease to be

cost-effective for many of them, and only those

service providers with well-defined QoS levels

and who offer supporting services will be able to

compete by providing higher level lTel services.

Therefore basic lTel (no extra functions at the

end node) becomes part of the transmission

media context while advanced end node

functionality becomes a service, independent

from the communications infrastructure.

,JJJJ'
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Box 3. Recent leglslative lTel-Related Developments worldwlde

In the U.S.A. in 1996, a Broup of long-distance telephone service providers petitioned the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) to ban phone calls over the lnternet, despite tlre fact that the

general stand is for a "regulation-free Internet" on both sides of the Atlantic. That petition was

dropped but a similar one resurfaced in U.5. Congress in 1998. On a more positive note, in fapan

non-lnternet related international telephony was de-regulated as of December 1997, while lTel has

been de-regulated since August 1997. In January 1998 the [uropean Comnrission published a

communication on the 'Status of voice communications on lnternet under Community Law' and

in particular under Directive 90/388/EEC, which covers the issue of possible contributions to

universal service schemes and the issue of licensing procedures and obligations applicable to lTel

providers. According to it, lTel providers are excluded from the Universal Access obligation

because lTel is not a "voice communication" seryice - as it neither uses the Public network (mostly

dedicated lines), nor does it enable any-to-any user connection (only Internet subscribers are

enabled), Finally, being packet-switched it is not considered to be real time communication.

In this environment, the evolution of

regulation has to address the questions of

mu lti media services integration and i nfrastructu re,

network bandwidth and network interconnection,

and interoperability4. The scope of such an

intervention should go beyond investigating

different Internet access pricing models, which

permit service guarantees for multiple qualities of

service, since what is at stake is a new class of

added-value services favourable to consumers.

Universal service obligations of various flavours

should also be studied for both low and high-end

lTel applications. A pivotal question is then what

the public interest consideration of the lTel service

is and what responsibilities the providers of these

services have towards the public.

Unlversal Access

The Internet is currently seen as a resource for

basic information access as well as means of

communication. Universal access to the Internet, a

prerequisite to universal service, means that

publicly available information can be made

J,JJ,J,J
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available at very low cost. ln the past, government-

owned monooolies in the communications sector

contributed to a Universal Service Fund (USF) so

as to allow the provision of uniform services

enabling communication, independent of the true

cost of supply. Today, infrastructure development

should be the outcome of market competition, that

is providing high quality services and equipment at

low cost. Allowing the competitive forces of the

market to decide on the range, price and quality of

services offered over the existing infrastructure

does not conflict with the realization of Universal

Service targetss.

The importance of universal access for the so-

called information "havenots", that is to sav the

poorest and less educated part of society, lies in

the fact that it may empower them to improve

their own lives. As an example, lTel, which lowers

the cost of using and maintaining a phone line,

could help introduce the "phoneless", one of the

most disadvantaged groups, to the advantages of

a networked society6. Enabling private lnternet

Service Providers capture this part of the market,

The IPTS Report
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small lTel operators

goads incumbent

telecoms companies
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who do not offer QoS
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become difficult

Universal service

obligations will have to
be re-evaluated in

view of market

developments if lTel

comes to take a

significant share of
the voice market
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lTel looks to be the
herald of a jump from
fixed circuit to packet

switching for al.

telecoms and the

overall effect is likely to
be reduced profits

from the physical

medrum and a drive for
cheaper hardware and

enhanced service

software in the fight
for customers

by providing incentives involving or not public

subsidies could also be promoted. In this case,

providers will mainly compete for a bigger share

of the market where profits will remain very low

but where it is still worthwhile to compete.

Although content and access to content

are different issues, convergence in the

telecommunications, computing and media

industries indicates that broader objectives for

Universal Services targets should be established

and thus appropriate financial resources made

available. In this area decision-makers could

consider the following:

(a) the cost of access devices (possible advertiser-

support, virtually free or donated devices)

(b) the level of access to the range of new

services (free access in return for tax and other

benefits (e.9. brand name use), access to

content is not included)

(c) the availability of local access points (usually

public) as service providers (possibly enabling

access to teleworking and/or training courses

offered by public services for their staff,

University Intranets, government resources)

(d) real user needs (socially important, carefully

localized services in view of the differences

between the European Regions)

(e) the accessibility of essential information to all,

either free or at affordable orices

(fl the practical desire to participate in the

'lnformation Society' (to fight social

exclusion).

concluslons

Just two years ago, it was widely believed that

since the common telephone system works quite

well as it is, any novel technology that could

substitute it, would have a hard time on the

market. lTel was a technology with no

commercial future to be used by 'Netizens' only.

Since then lTel has improved to the point where

November '1 998

it is offering a rapidly improving voice quality

product and the market segment it has created is

eating into the telecommunication industry's

traditional revenue base7. There are a few

technological problems into which research still

needs to be done if added-value functionality is

to be provided to lTel users, but most of the

solutions are related to the general evolution of

Internet technology as a whole (bandwidth,

standards, market size, lack of applications, etc.).

Voice. video, audio and data will then be

exchanged, depending on the access device,

bandwidth, quality required by the software

application as well as pricing model applied,

regardless of the facilities used -i.e. the physical

network the user will be communicating on.

Profit opportunities from rate arbitrage are

currently driving lTel development. De-

regulation and more competition will push lTel

development in the closed corporate Intranet

environment where lnternet-related problems

are solved with less difficulty anyway. Moreover,

telecoms operators may have to adopt this

technology widely, in spite of quality and

reliability problems, and actively engage in

offering added-value Internet services over their

own lP infrastructure, thus making competition

move away from the provision of physical media

(towards virtually-free bandwidth). lf the voice

market segment decreases, besides becoming a

diminishing revenue service, then profits could

be maintained through equipment investment,

software upgrade costs and through offering

higher quality, reliability and security products

to business users.

The most obvious implication of this market

evolution scenario will be a simolified

technology, low threshold service for the "have-

nots" and an enhanced functionality service with

a number of added quality layers for business

users. In this case, similar to the current
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conventional telephony environment, existing

legislation which differentiates'telephony

operators', is open to question as it imposes

obligations that seem to be an obstacle to market

restructuring in tune with the underlying

technological trends. The application of

competition rules, in conjunction with a new set

of Universal Service Obligations would play a

crucial role in this evolution scenario. On the

one hand recourse to competition policy will

ensure services such as directory services or

payphones are provided without unfair practices

and on the other a redefinition of cost-

orientation and separate accounting for services

and networks would lead to further integration

of "medium and message".

lf voice telephony makes the jump from

running on circuit-switched to packet-switched

networks, as is widely believed, it is almost certain

that the traditional telephony environment will

change to the benefit of the consumer. In such an

environment, regulation should move in tandem

with competition-driven innovation. f

Keyuuords

Internet Telephony, VolB lTel, technology trends, policy implications, Universal Service Fund,

Universal Access

ilotes
'l- Conventional telephony charges are time and distance dependent and settlement charges for long-

distance calling artificially inflate prices paid by the end-user.

2- The use of touch{one selection to navigate through Internet based services is a rapidly evolving

human to computer voice communication application; a first implementation instance of this

technology is the VoxML (Voice Markup Language) programming language by Motorola soon to

become a market standard.

3- The time delay for a roundtrip beilveen two well-managed lP backbone networks is of the 50 to 60

ms range, while the average round trip over the Atlantic could be in the 400 to 800 ms range, with a

human perceiving audio delays greater than 250ms.

4- Public consultation on the Commission's Creen paper on convergence of telecommunications, media

and information technology sectors initiated in December 1997.

5- Basic Internet access (low speed) is part of the Universal Service to be guaranteed by the Member

States under Community Law (98/10iEEC).

6- As an example, cunently the number one user of lTel Debit cards in the U.S.A., are the various

immigrant communities, who would not have been able to afford standard telephone access charges.

7- According to the International Telecommunications Union, lTel could eliminate the profits of U.S.

long-distance caniers by taking just 6 percent of U.S. telephone traffic. (lTU, Sep 97).
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Energy InfrastructuFes: The lnformation
Network of Tomorrow?

0€rard Carat, IPTS

lssu€: ln 1997 a new technology capable of transmittlng data over the malns electrlclw

grlct at speeds of 1 Megablt per second, was unveiled. The ublqulty of electriclty cables

makes thls technology easy to dissemlnate and could reduce the domlnance of

lncumbent telecoms operators on future broadband services.

R€levance At a tlme when telecoms llberallzatlon has not proved successful at provldlng

genuine local loop competltion, tho use of the gricl as a data network could posltlon

power utllltles as key protagonlsts In tomorrow's Informatlon Sociew. The llkellhood of
flat-rate charglng for thls permanently-connectecl data servlce could add pressure on

telecoms operators to modlry the way they blll Internet servlces, generally Involced on a

per-unlt-time basls. lt could also act as a catalyst for the uptake of Internet telephony.

Powerline Communication

owerline Communication (PLC) is the

generic name for data transmission over

the low voltage segment of the electrical

grid from the electricity substation to the

customer's home or premises. Over the years

engineers have worked on the possibility of

sending a reliable signal over electrical wires in

spite of electrical noise and electromagnetic

interferencel . A major development in this field

took place in October 1997, when the UK

electricity company Norweb, in collaboration

with Canadian telecommunications manufacturer

Nortel. announced thev were able to transmit data

signals at speeds of 1 Megabit per second over the

low voltage segment of the electricity grid with a

proprietary technology called "Digital Powerline"

or DPL. The interest in the technology shown by
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an increasing number of international electricity

operators has led the partners to create a joint-

venture, NOR.WEB which has signed agreements

with a dozen power utilities to test the technology.

The potential market under these agreements

could cover around 40 million homes in seven

countries in Europe and Asia.

Advantages of PLC technology

o As PLC is being positioned as an lP{ype

service it will use packet routers rather than

the circuit switching typical of traditional

telecoms providers, thus keeping lT equipment

costs down.

. As electricity is being supplied via a

permanent connection, the data service

offered over the electrical infrastructure is also

permanently connected (no need to dial up the

The IPTS Report
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data transmission
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Under joint-venture

agreements this

technology could be

brought to around 40

million homes in

Europe and Asia
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Flgure 1. How DPL Works

Digital Powerline (Fig. 1) uses existing low-voltage underground electricity distribution network as a LAN

infrastructure. One or more Main stations (1) are used to connect the Base stations (2) to a core data network

where line of sight radio, copper cable and fibre are possible options for this 'backhaul'. Connection to the

service provider network and the public Internet is achieved via the core data network. Data signals from a DPL

1000 Base station are usually injected at the final substation (3), where high voltages are trans{ormed to the

low-voltage power supply for the customer premises. The DPL service is separated from the elecnicity supply

at a connection point between the main service fuse and the meter (4). The customer's PC or other compatible

equipment is then connected to the DPL service using the DPL 1000 Communication tvtodule (5).

Source: Nortel

connection), making it ideal for the increasing

number of online services. Power utilities will

thus be able to market a basic Internet

connection service at a flat-rate monthly

subscription, like some cable operators.

Paying a standard fee, inespective of usage

levels, will be a key aftraction to customers.

By giving electricity customers access to the

lnternet through their existing electrical supply

system, the technology is available to virtually

anyone, giving the technology potential mass

market scale, without having to invest in

digging cable links to homes.

A number of technologies already exist for

turning existing electrical cables into LAN

wiring2. What makes PLC different is the high

data rate achievable and the fact that it is

also designed to work outside the home

or building. Thus sophisticated domestic-

automation systems could be implemented,

allowing remote access and control of

household appliances, burglar alarms, etc.

PLC could also enable utilities to offer added-

value sector-oriented services such as energy

management (by linking up 'smart' meters,

programmable controllers and'lntelligent'

trrt,J
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demand/supply management devices so the

utility could implement innovative tariffs to

reward the sensible use of energy), remote

monitoring (the permanent connection offered

by PLC could be optimized to provide

realtime information or status indicators in

support of certain security applications for

alarm/monitoring systems), and distribution

automation (automatic remote meter reading

would improve monitoring and assist utilities

in the control of power distribution peaks).

Some utilities have recently started some

of these applications3.

Comparlson of local access technologles

This section briefly lists the characteristics

of some of the fastest local access

technologies/platforms planned or on the market

to help assess the competitive advantages of PLC.

1. Fibre optic deployment to the home is

obviously the most efficient and "future-proofl'

way of providing high bandwidth, but,

although Japan has opted for this solution, its

deployment on a national basis implying

changing millions of copper cables is

prohibitively expensive.

2. Wireless Local Loop (WLL) can be split

between low bandwidth for telephony and

broadband. ln the case of the latter, Local

Muhipoint Distributiory'Communication Service

(LMDS/LMCS), is a promising example of

wireless, two-way broadband technology, for

which the United States and Canada have

allocated spectrum. In the 4th quarter of 1998,

the Cerman government will award blocks of

broadband WLL frequencies covering the whole

of Cermany. In other countries, the zuccess of

this technology as a credible competitive

broadband access will mostly rely on its ability

to secure nationwide spectrum allocation.

3. Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

(UMTS) will undoubtedly reshape the market

JT,J.J'
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and .modify the frontier between fixed and

wireless communications. Most EU Member

States have at least 4 mobile operators eager to

compete on this new wireless transmission

platform. lts commercial introduction is due in

2002, and bandwidths of up to 2MB/s in some

areas are likely to be introduced later, which

leaves a window of opportunity for the

(early) introduction of alternative broadband

infrastructu res.

4. xDSL is a generic abbreviation for a number

of types of Digital Subscriber Line technology

which provide voice and high-speed data

services, of up to 6 MB/s over a single pair of

copper telephone wires. The advantage of

this modem technology lies in using the

existing copper-wire telephone infrastructure,

allowing telecoms operators to stay ahead of

the competing access products which require

huge infrastructure investments in order to

give widespread access. According to Ovum,

"xDSL lines (worldwide) are predicted to

grow from 7 million (in '1997) to 49 million

by 2003"4. However, the cost and pricing of

DSL technology remains high in Europes,

although expected to decrease, and DSL's

performance will vary greatly depending

on the state of the copper network and

the distance between subscribers and

local/regional exchanges. Like PLC, ADSL has

a permanent connection up to the switch.

5. Cable Modems: Cable TV networks offer a

dedicated service over a shared media. While

cable networks have high downstream

bandwidth capabilities (up to 30 Mbps), that

bandwidth is shared among all users on a line

meaning performance is in inverse proportion

to the number of simultaneous users in the

neighbourhood. The main technological

hurdle is that the upstream traffic is often slow

as cable TV infrastructures were historicallv

built for a broadcast service. Manv of the

older cable networks are therefore not
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capable of offering a return channel and will

need upgrading before they can offer

broadband interactive services. While the

number of homes that can support two-way

cable modem transmissions is growing

steadily, progress is relatively slow6, which

leaves a margin for action for incumbent

telecoms operators to enhance and deploy

DSL, but also leaves a market opportunity

for electricity utilities that are considering

offering PLC.

5. Broadband Satellite constellationsT such as

Teledesic are ambitious projects but capital

intensive and will take years before possible

market uotake fleledesic is estimated to cost

$9 billion, is a proprietary technology and

will not be operational before 2003). This

technology also incurs inherent risks8 and

todav's turmoil in world financial markets has

made investors shun all but the most

creditworthy borrowers, which could make it

more difficult for satellite communications

companies to raise the money they need to

fulfil their plans in coming years. On the

other hand, satellite consortia like Intelsat

and Eutelsat already offer high-speed

satellite-based Internet access (e.9. of up to 2

Mbps downlink per user with Eutelsat

multimedi@ platform).

The categories mentioned above are only

indicative, since the frontiers betlveen

technologies are shifting. For instance CATV

networks can be controlled by electricity utilities

themselves, in which case they will have fewer

incentives to deploy PlC-based services; and

when some countries like the Netherlands have

over 90% cable penetration, the rationale to

deploy PLC is reduced.

Also significant is the fact that the broadband

technologies cunently on the market can yield

comparable or higher throughput than PLC
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but generally do not have a fully deployed

infrastructure with which they can reach a mass

market in such a short timeframe. Those that can

are already offered by incumbent operators (DSL)

or, by satellite consortia in which they are

signatories (eg. Eutelsat)g, which leaves a window

of opportunig for PLC as a competitive local-loop

technology.

Where does PLC fit in?

ln spite of its promising features, PLC still has a

number of inherent limitations to overcome,

such as its susceptibility to electromagnetic

interference (which particularly affects aerial

cables), resulting in unacceptably high levels

of high frequency (HF) interferencel0. Also, its

topology has similarities to that of cable networks

in the sense that, as a shared medium, the

advertised optimal bandwidth could be reduced

as the number of users simultaneously connected

to the same electrical substation increases.

These limitations will not allow PLC to become

a revolutionary technology overnight, especially

since incumbent operators are beginning to

introduce xDSL and lnternet via satellite.

However, in our view, there are 2 reasons why

PLC could be developed:

'l . The business case for PLC is its abilitv to

acquire a critical mass given the size of its

infrastructure, strong (mass) marketing power

associated with the ubiquity of its network,

and, arguably, its competitive pricingl l . Policy

agendas aiming at breaking incumbent

operators' virtual monopoly over the local

loop (see below) could look favourably on the

deployment of PLC technology as a potential

competitor to ADSL insofar as nationwide

electricity infrastructure is already fully

deployed, which is not the case for cablel2,

let alone truly interactive cable servicesl 3.

-"""qF

Current broadband

technologies do not
have the required

infrastructure or
spectrum to reach a

mass market in a short

time-frame

PLC suffers from a

number of inherent

limitations, such as

vulnerability to
electromagnetic

interFerence

and the fact that
bandwidth must be

shared between

neighbouring users

The existence of ready-

made infrastructure,

however, makes PLC

the most investment-

efficient wav of
breaking the

incumbents' monopoly

over the local loop and

catalysing the market

to move towards

fixed-rate charging
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2. European Telecoms operators are still reluctant

to modify their current pricing and to

introduce a flat fee for local traffic, a change

which is seen as one of the key enablers of

internet take offl4. In addition, xDSL is being

deployed very slowly in Europe. lf successful,

PLC's permanent connection technology could

act as a catalvst for the rest of the market to

start invoicing on a lower-price, fixed rate

basis, reinforcing a tendency initiated by

lnternet via cable TV.

Policy aspects

A number of policy aspects arise in relation to

PLC technology and its uptake. These related

to lP telephony uptake, the dominance of

incumbents over the local loop, the possible

need to consolidate existing regulatory

frameworks and the effect of utilities 'bundling'

services to offer consumers services outside of

their traditional areas.

lP telephony uptake: Civen that worldwide

data traffic is growing at roughly 30% a year

while voice is expanding at just 3%, and that

data traffic already exceeds voice traffic, the

logical direction in the future is toward carrying

voice on networks optimized for data rather

than the other way round. lf the PLC

technology (initially used for data) proves

successful, it may also accelerate the take up

of lP telephony and hence accelerate the

need to adapt the legislation on the mafter,

inter alia the European Commission's stance

on lP telephonyl 5.

End of the domlnanoe of incumbents

over the local loop

Since the liberalization of the telecoms

sector, little progress has been made by

alternative local loop operators, and market
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shares of the incumbents in the fixed local

loop in all Member States remain above

90o/o (given that the main investors in

alternative fixed infrastructure remain incumbent

operators investing abroad). This concern

has been recently voiced by oClvl 6. ln this

respect, the PLC technology could be seen

by EU regulators as a catalyst for genuine

competition on the local loop, especially for

broadband services which will shape tomorrow's

information economy.

ln the US the relevant authorities are also in

the process of determining whether advanced

capabilities are "being deployed to all Americans

in a reasonable and timely fashion", or whether

the regulators must "take immediate action to

accelerate deployment of such capability by

removing baniers to infrastructure investment

and by promoting competition in the

telecommunications market" 1 7.

The current debate on sector specific vs.

general competition rules may also evolve.

Many incumbent operators still argue that they

are unfairly targeted through the concept

of significant market power, arguing that

the regulatory framework should address

bottlenecks rather than individual players.

EU telecoms liberalization has so far not

fully succeeded in changing the specific

characteristics of a sector where large

investment costs in duplicating networks,

particularly at the level of local access, will

continue to create bottlenecks which market

forces or the application of competition rules

cannot always resolve. The level of investment

required entails the need for a degree of

certainty as to the regulatory treatment

which general rules cannot always provide.

Availability of a ubiquitous broadband

competitive infrastructure enabled by PLC may

contribute to alleviate the issue.
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Worldwide, data traffic
is growing at30% a

yeal whereas voice is

growing at only 3%

Alternative operators

have yet to make

significant inroads into

the local loop end of
telecommunications,
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the sector
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Allowing regulated

utilities to compete in

other difFerentlv

regulated markets

creates a risk of
distorted competition

if frameworks are not
consolidated

lf its technical

limitations are

overcome. PLC has the
potentialto enable new

data transmission

services which will

ultimately benefit

customers and give

extra imoetus to the
information societv

Consolidation of distinct regulatory

fiameworks: In the UK the deregulation of the

electricity industry has promoted mergers

between utilities so as to offer a wider range of

services. Previously each market, electricity, gas,

water, telecommunications, had its own separate

regulator but, if no immediate changes are

predicted lor the immediate future, the

regulatory framework will have to be

consolidated accordingly. The Creen Paper

on multimedia convergencelS confronts the

complex issue of adapting regulatory

frameworks to converging markets. A concrete

example in the energy sector is the

disagreements over the so-called 'dual fuel'

contracts currently being offered by the UK

Regional Electricity Companies (RECs), where a

REC is able to offer gas as well as electricity to

customers in its region. This has antagonized the

gas industry, as the gas market is opening up to

competition more quickly than the electricity

market, and before the electricity market is open,

monopoly RECs will be the only companies

able to offer both electricity and gas to their

customers, thus creating market distortions.

'Bundling': This means associating supply of

one service to the supply of other services, may be

economically optimal, but it may also have anti-

competitive effects. For instance power

distributors could be tempted to leverage their

dominant position in electricig delivery to cross-

subsidize other services, a typical example would

be to use price rebates for combined consumption

of telecommunications and electrical services

from the same orovider.

Concluslons

For many years power utilities have used the

high and medium voltage network in order to

transmit data for their own operations e.g. remote

dike opening, grid supervision and fault
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identification, but this was limited to low speed

data transfer for internal purposes.

More recently, some utilities like Energis in

the UK have installed fibre-optic cables along

their electricity pylons and rights-of-way so

as to offer competitive long-distance telecoms

services. PLC is a useful local loop complement

to these long distance services. Power utilities

initially positioned as competitive long distance

telecoms operators could therefore use PLC to

transform themselves into ful lJledged telecoms

operator offering local and long distance

telephony, thus taking on the dimensions

of a genuine alternative operator. The low

profitability of local loop infrastructure could

also be compensated for by more profitable in-

house long distance operations and the energy-

related value added services.

By helping power utilities provide a full range

of information services, PLC technology will assist

in customer retention as the power distribution

industry deregulates over the next decade.

lronically, from a technical point of view

it would be difficult to imagine a worse

infrastructure to transmit data over, given the

essential i ncompati bi I ity between electrical bursty

noise and data. Yet the competitive context in

which power utilities have been operating in the

UK has encouraged them to explore this avenue,

illustrating the way in which competition can be

a driver for innovation.

lf technical limitations are overcome early

enough, PLC could influence the future shape

of the market, especially since this lMb/s
permanent connection is well suited to

the worldwide growth of bandwidth-hungry

applications over the lnternet. Helped by a strong

marketing presence associated with a ubiquitous

network, power utilities may dramatically
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increase the pace at which alternative local loop

carriers take market share from incumbent

telecommunications operators.

PLC could therefore be taken as a

competition enabler in a sector in which to date

local loop competition has been difficult. The

opening up of this area to competition will

clearly benefit the consumer as likely outcomes

include reduced phone (and data) bills, pressure

for flat rate billing and ultimately a further

catalyst for the information society. f

Keywords

competitive broadband infrastructure, telecommunications, multimedia, electricity utilities, local loop,

competition

Notes

I - See for i n stance : http//apvww.harvard.edul ip/doeconf/propp.html

2- See for instance htQy'/www.ngcan.com/datacomm/powmet/pwmethtrn and http://www.hfr.com/plm-24l

3- For instance lberdrola's automated meter reading (AMR) system in northern Spain.

4- Source: Clobal Technology Business, 2/98.

5- Network adaptation cost for the operator could range between 450 and 675 ECU per line, where

feasible, and terminal equipment costs are on average around 3,400 ECU per user on pilot sites

(Source: Analysis).

6- ln Europe, out of the 40 millions CATV subscribers, there are cunently only 4 million cable

subscribers to either telephony or internet-type service (Source ECCA).

7- Which can be seen as extraterrestrial WLL.

8- The rocket carrying 12 Clobalstar LEO satellites that crashed on takeoff in September 1998, is a

setback to the high{ech industry's race to construct satellite-based communications networks.

9- lt should be stressed however that a 1994 resolution (941C 379104]l called for non-discriminatory

access for all providers and users to the space segment, and that satellite consortia are under a

restructuring process.

10- The UK Radiocommunication Agency however reckons that DPL's interference problem could be

solved within a year, particularly with the use of spread spectrum technology.

11- Based on estimates. NOR.WEB has not released any price to date, but confirms it will be positioned

competitively vs. DSL.

12- Except countries with high cable penetration.

't 3- lt would be a false debate to position PLC against cable. lt should rather be viewed as one avenue

for power utilities to enhance their portfolio of services and to increase customer retention at the eve of

the liberalization of their sector. Just as much as UK cable operators started to offer telephony when the

regulatory framework allowed them to do so.

14- The flat local calls invoicing in the USA is indeed among the factors explaining why the number of

internet users in the US is so much higher than in Europe.
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Europe and the Challenge of the
Brain Drain

Sami Mahroum, rPfS

lssue: hcreased demand for highly-skilled personnel worldwlde and a broadenlng range

of Internatlonal eclucatlon opportunltles wlll Inevltably exert pressure on the European

stock of hlghly-skllled labour. Europe needs to be aware of these changes and other
developments ln Internatlonal sl(l|ls supply anct demancl.

Rslevance: Europe could be losing lts brlghtest and best sclentlsts, acaclemics. managers

ancl engheers. In particular it could be losing the younger S&T and managerlal personnel,

who ar€ probably those wlth the most up-to-date tralnlng.

htroduction sector, or field for another usually for better pay or

living conditions". The OECD report (1997) on

the movement of highly skilled people identifies

two main basic concepts regarding Brain drain:

Brain exchange and brain waste.

Brain exchange implies a two-way flow of

expertise between a sending country and a

receiving country. Yet, where the net flow is

heavily biased in one direction, the terms "brain

gain" or "brain drain" is used. A further term,

'brain waste', describes the waste of skills that

occurs when highly skilled workers migrate

into forms of employment not requiring the

application of the skills and experience applied in

the former job (OECD, lgg7l'l .

Recently, Johnson and Regets (1998) have

introduced a new concept into the debate,

namely 'brain circulation'. This refers to the cycle

he labour market for skilled orofessional

personnel is becoming increasingly

globalized in terms of both supply and the

demand. Overseas students, for instance,

account for an ever greater proportion of the

university population in most industrialized

countries, and international mobility schemes for

researchers are available at most universities.

Multinational companies too draw more than ever

on personnel with high qualifications from around

the world to enhance and ensure a high-quality

performance.

What is a Braln Drain?

'Brain drain' is defined by the encyclopaedia

Britannica as the "departure of educated or

professional people from one country, economic

t-Jr_J_J
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The labour market for
skilled professional

personnel is becoming
:r, increasingly

international

'Brain drain' implies a

net loss of expertise

resulting from flows of
skills being biased in

one direction
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Flows of skilled

personnel are

influenced by a

number of factors,

including increasingly

international training

and the needs of
international business

of moving abroad to study, then taking a job

abroad, and later returning home to take

advantage of a good opportunity. The authors

believe this form of migration will increase in the

future, especially if economic disparities between

counhies continue to diminish. Such circular

migration has been observed amongst Malaysians

who had studied in Australia, for example.

The Internatlonal Mobillty of Hlghly-

Skilled Personnel

In an OECD study carried out in 19972, it

was stated that "despite the importance of

migration by the highly skilled to the

development and management of international

economy/ knowledge of the patterns and

processes of their movement is poor". A

typology which accommodates the diversity of

this group, and its sub-categories, is still lacking

and there is no agreed concept or definition

of the highly skilled.

The flows of skilled personnel are

influenced and determined by a variety of

No.29 November 1998

factors. Firstly, on the supply side, science is

becoming more internationalized than ever.

Participation in international education and

training, including the various international

exchange schemes and fellowships, has

stimulated the interest of young scientists

in working abroad and has helped

give domestic graduates a more international

perspective (Stein et al. 1996). Smaller

countries, such as Sweden, Holland, and

lreland, in particular, are seeking to produce

more graduates with international experience

suitable for work abroad, in order to cope

with their growing international businesses

activities.

Secondly, on the demand side, call for highly

skilled personnel with international experience

is on the rise. Local shortages of certain types of

expertise are among main motives for

recruitment from abroad, especially, employers

seeking top quality candidates (Stein et al.

1996). lmmigration incentive policies are

also a factor in many countries where such

policies exist.

Flgure 1. Dlstrlbutlon of Eu mlgrants to the us
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ls there a flight from Europe?

The overall volume of European migration to

the US has been more or less steadv over the last

few years. The number of immigrants to the US

from Europe in 1994,1995, 1996 totalled 62,658,

44,870, and 46,776 respectively. In 1994 the

numbers were higher than in 1995 and 1996 due

to changes in US immigration law that allowed

many students to stay on.

who ls going abroad and where from?

Emigration varies across Europe. The UK and

lreland rank highest in, the total number of

migrants they send abroad (see Figure 1). The UK

also topped European countries in the number of

professionals migrating to the US (2,934),

followed by Cermany (1,501), and France (688).

Figure 1 above provides a good picture of the

distribution of EU migrants in the US in terms

of citizenship. Of these immigrants, around

25o/o wenl to California, making the largest

single group, around 10% went to New York

state, and around 8% went to Massachusefts

(US INS sources).

The ltlumber of Professionals

7,538 EU professionals were granted

permanent US visas in 1996. These included

executives, architects, engineers, surveyors &

mapping scientists, mathematicians & computer

scientists, natural scientists, doctors, nurses, and

pre- and post-secondary teachers.

Figure 2 shows that the broadest group of

professional EU immigrants to the US is made up

of those who have executive and managerial

occupations (4324 persons). These often originate

from temporarily intra-corporate hansfers that

turn later into long term and permanent ones.

Academic Emlgrants

About 50% of all Europeans completing a

Ph.D. in the US stay on for longer periods

aftenvards, and many of them stay permanently

(Finn, 1997). This also could be reflected in the

National Science Foundation (NSF, 1995) data on

European doctorate holders. The data show that in

1995 there were around 17,000 Europeans who

had remained in the US after having completed

Figure 2. D:stribution of EU migrants by occupation
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Figure 2 below

shows executives and

managers to be

the largest
professional groups

of migrants from
the EU to the US
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Europeans are much

more likely to stay

on in the US after

receiving a PhD than

their Japanese or

Korean counterparts

California,

New York state and

Massachusetts are the
most popular locations

for highly-skilled

Europeans

The US offers 'centres

of excellence' together
with flexible career

structures, high living

standards and a strong

entrepreneurial culture

their Ph.D. Of these around 
.l1,000 

had become

naturalized citizens, and about 3,900 ofthem had

become permanent residents. These include

Ph.D. holders in all fields.

fn science and engineering, 8,760 of Ph.D.

students graduating in the period between

1988-95 (7 years) were Europeans. The US

Department of Labor statistics show that over

half of these are still in the US even 5 years after

graduation Uohnson & Regets, 1998). European

doctoral graduates have a much higher stay rate

in the US than their Korean and lapanese

counterparts. The difference behveen .lapan and

Europe in the propensity to stay is large; only 8%

of Japanese Ph.D. graduates stay.

Craduates from the UK have the highest stay-

rate in the US. Whereas, most Cerman graduates

go back (approx. 75o/o), only around 30% of UK

graduates do. Creece lies somewhere in the

middle between Germany and UK with a return

rate of approximately 60%.

However, there are also large variations

between fields of study. lf we take the UK as an

example, 73% of engineering graduates stay

compared to 65% of those from the Life sciences,

and 60oh in Physical sciences. Additionally, it is

perhaps interesting to note that in 1996 1000 of

the Ph.D. graduates who started their own

businesses in the US were Eurooeans.

The "Braln Draln" and the Role

of Excellence

Despite the US being the main destination of

European migrants they tend to be attracted by

just a few places. California, New York state, and

Massachusetts remain the most favourite

destinations for European scientists and engineers

and other highly skilled personnel (US INS

sources 1993). Similarly, in a study on brain drain

No 29 November 1998

from France to the US (CNRS, 1997), itwas found

that the States of California, Massachusefts, and

New York aftracted most French post-docs to the

US. These places seem to have certain specific

dynamics that give them advantage over other

centres in attracting top scientists and engineers,

and thus hosting top research.

The key difference between the American

and European experience resides in scientific

capability. lt is true that European research

institutes may perform better in some fields than

the US, but they lack the magnet power that can

transform them into pivotal points in their

fields. European universities, for example,

attract fewer international students than US

universities do despite the fact that tuition is free

in many European universities (European S&T

Indicators Report, 1 997).

The presence of centres of excellence in certain

locations and their absence in others represent two

major pull and push factors. The US seems to have

manv such centres, combined with flexible and

open career structures, a strong entrepreneurial

culture, and high living standards and quality of

life. For instance, when in 1996 the Cerman

Research Society sponsored 1028 Cerman fellows

to go abroad, 641 (approx. 60%) chose the US as

a destination. Similarly, in Europe, Switzerland, a

country that hosts major research and academic

centres (such as CERN, the IBM Lab near Zurich,

and the Federal Institutes of Technology in Basel,

Lausanne, and Zurich) and which enjoys living

standards which are among the highest in Europe,

is also successful in attracting Ph.D. candidates

from other European countries (26% ol that

country's candidates)3.

This scientific pull, in turn, has a knock-on

effect that drives all sorts of other related

activities in the location in question, thus,

aftracting even more scientific activities. The

,J,J-J'-J
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inflows of doctoral candidates, post-doctoral

researchers, and senior scientists provide the

receiving countries with a pool of knowledge that

places these countries in an advantageous

position with regard to their competitors. Zucker,

Darby, and Armstrong (1994) report that for an

average firm, 5 articles co-authored by an

academic star and the firms' scientists result in

about 5 more products in development, 3.5 more

products on the market, and 860 employees.

The lT sector, a case in point

The lT sector in the US is widely believed to be

suffering from staff shortages. As a result, the US

lT sector is feared to be draining other countries.

However, more recently this has been challenged

by some studies in the US, which have accused

firms in this sector of prefening foreign engineers

recruited from developing countries who are

willing to accept lower wages than their native

counterparts. In a Workshop organized by the

Sloan Foundation in the US dealing with the issue

of "Migration of Foreign Scientists and Engineers

to the US" in 1997, the following remarks were

made. Professor Paul Ong of UCLA (University of

California in Los Angeles) found that immigrant

engineers were paid up to 30% less than their

native peers. Furthermore, an investigation

carried out bv Norman Matloff of UCLA found

that only 2% of 120,000 annual employment

applications to Microsoft are accepted, hardly an

indicative of the claimed shortage.

In the same workshop another study carried

out in the US bv Robert Zacher of the Harvard

Smithsonian Observatory was presented. The

study found that the US is now training 2 Ph.D.

scientists for every available job. The lmmigration

and Naturalization Services too did not think the

lT industry lobby will succeed this time in

increasing its quotas of foreign workers or to relax

any further immigration policies. The mood in the

JJ-J,JJ
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US towards this issue seems to be changing. The

demand for foreign skilled personnel is associated

with the search for cheaper labour and not a

response to shortages in supply.

lmmigration policies of this type, however,

usually target cheaper labour, drawn from

countries with lower living standards than those

in the EU. The push and pull factors for the

international mobility of skills between advanced

countries revolve around competing for

excellence. lndividuals search for excellent

career opportunities, and organizations are

looking for top quality individuals. lt is where

supply and demand meet that excellence is

produced and maintained.

|mplicatlons

Developing and developed countries feel the

impact of labour market changes on the mobility

of highly+killed labour in different ways. For

developing countries it might be argued that their

balance of payments has benefited more by

sending people abroad from where they can send

home substantial amounts of cash. In Europe,

however, this is not usually the case and the

negative effects of the migration of highly-skilled

personnel is not ouhveighed by any cash they

may send back, given the smaller differentials.

Brain drain fears in Europe centre on the so-

calfed /a crime de la crdme, i.e. "star scientists"

who are the brightest and best and whose talents

can have many spillover benefits for their host

countries. For example, in the past, European

researchers in the US have always been an

important source of input to the their host

country, in particular many US Nobel prizes

winners came from Europe. Also, the fact they are

often recruited on a competitive basis tends to

ensure they are of above-average quality. The

majority are also young, between 20 and 40

The IPTS Reoort

ln lT at least,

immigration may be

driven more bV firms

wanting to hire skilled

personnel willing to
accept lower wages

rather than actual

snortages

European concern

focuses on the danger

of losing its 'star

scientists' given their
pivotal role in

innovation-related

competitiveness
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The migration

of top European

scientists may have a

determining influence

on industries such as

biotechnology

years old, thus, in their most productive years.

Moreover, the pull factors that attract them tend

to be different from those that aftract scientists

from developing countries.

In the context of European emigration,

"excellence" and "chain-effects" are central to the

issue. The quality of the recruits from Europe

might have a positive chain-effect on their

employers' ability to attract more high-quality

staff. This mechanism is observed for instance

among mature students recruited by American

universities (Lambert, 1992), Universities that

recruit top performing academics tend to aftract

top students too (lbid.).

The fact that significant numbers of top

European scientists are abroad could pose a

serious challenge for Europe in certain emerging

sectors such as the biosciences. For instance, it is

believed that historically research on the

contraceptive pill moved from Europe to the US as

a result of European scientists emigrating during

the post-war era (Marks, forthcoming paper)4.

A study by Zucker, Darby, and Brewer (1995)5

No 29 November '1 998

on the rise of the biotech industry in the US,

commented lhal "we conclude that the growth

and diffusion of intellectual human capital was

the main determinant of where and when the

American biotechnology i ndu stry developed [... ]
lntellectual human capital tended to flourish

around great universities."

Policy hplicatlons

Once abroad Europe's scientists often find it

difficult to return. The private sector could play a

bigger role in absorbing European repatriates and

in encouraging them back. The public sector

alone cannot absorb all these talents. ln the US

the private sector employs the greatest proportion

of Ph.D. graduates (approx. 30%) after the

academic sector (NSF, 1995). The private sector

can play a very useful role in joint ventures with

the public sector whereby research and

engineering centres of excellence could be set up

across Europe. This would inevitably change the

situation from an eventual "brain drain" to what

some have refened to as a "brain circulation"

$ohnson & Regets, 1998). 5
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Current trends towards

ever-smaller computing

chips will come up

against increasing

physical limitations

Learning from nature's

example and adapting

its molecular functiona

units, proteins, to uses

in electronics may be a

way forward

No 29 November 1998

Photoreceptor Proteins: Smart
Materials for the Electronics of
the Next Millennium

Petra DUx, VDl, and Prof. Dr. Klaas i. Hellingwerf, UniversitY of
Amsterclam

lssue: Protelns may be descrlbed as "smart materlals". They exhiblt dynamlc performance

at the molecular scale, a feat not yet achleved by technology. In partlcular,

photoreceptor proteins are able to convert llght dlrectly lnto a Slgnal. Developlng

technlcal appllcatlons maklng use of the opto-electrlcal mechanlsms of these

photoreceptor protelns could meet some of the Increaslng demancls from st te of the

art lnformatlon technologv.

Relevance: Informatlon technology, and wlth lt mlcroelectronlcs, will aonthue to be one

of the major growth areas over the comhg decades. Extrapolatlng existlng trencls ln

decr€asing slze, Increaslng storage denslty ancl falling costs runs up agalnst challenglng

physlcal obstacles. Howevel some of these obstacles could be tackled by input from

blologlcal systems. Strateglc fundlng concepts Involvlng academla and lndustry, more

extenslve interdlsclplhary tralnlng and standarcllzation would foster these promlslng

lnterdlsclplinary technologles.

lntroduction

he current trend in information technology

is towards shrinking dimensions down

to the macromolecule scale (nanometer

range). This will result in higher

production costs and give rise to physical effects

that will complicate the design of common

technological systems. Thus, if lT is to continue

developing in this direction, it would benefit from

smart materials which are able to offer optimal

performance from such small structures.

Protein molecules are the workhorses of cellular

function. Operating at molecular level they play a

role in catalysis, signal generation, protection and

banier functions. Evolution has ootimized them so

as to produce dynamic performance at the

molecular scale in ways unattainable by cunent

technologies. A major challenge for the engineers of

the 21st century is to learn from nature's smart

constructions and to find ways to build-in proteins

as functional units in technological devices. The

IPTS Report has already described the use of

proteins in biosensor technologies (Demicheli,

1996), where specific interactions of molecules

with proteins can be utilized for sensing, i.e. glucose

for diabetic diagnoses or alcohols in drug analysis.

Photoreceptor proteins are proteins which are

able to convert light directly into a signal. This

process involves formation of an electrical dipole

JTJ',J
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and is accompanied by a change in the colour of

the protein. lt is these opto-electrical features that

enable them to be utilized as a "smart material".

During the past 30 years biochemists have

analysed the structure and functioning of such

proteins in detail. Bacteriorhodopsin (BR) is the

best studied example of a photoreceptor protein

and has a variety of technical applications, as

described below in more detail.

Bacteriorhodopsin (Bn) is found in the

membrane of certain bacteria, where it absorbs

light to convert it into cellular energy for

the bacterium. Structurally it is very similar to

the mammalian visual pigment rhodopsin.

Photoactive yellow protein (PYP) is also a bacterial

protein, exhibiting the same photo-kinetic and

photochromic characteristics as BR. Since PYP is

water-soluble it is more appropriate for applications

where an aqueous solvent is used as the optical

medium and light scattering needs to be minimised.

A number of other photoreceptor proteins

could also have technical applications. In 1985

for instance Deisenhofer, Huber and Michel

received the Nobel Prize for determining the

structure of the photosynthetic reaction centre.

This membrane protein is the site of

photosynthesis where light energy is converted

into electro-chemical energy. Technically it is

interesting because of the fast exciton and

electron transfer that it mediates.

lbchnlcal appllcatlons of
Bacterlorhodopsin (BRl

When BR absorbs light it undergoes a series of

structural changes accompanied by alteration in

colour of the protein. During this process a

positive charge is transferred from the inner to the

outer side of the cell, which is the basis for the

subsequent energy storage mechanism in the

bacterium. Various aspects of the light conversion
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process can be utilized separately for a series of

different technical applications [Hampp, 1998]:

. When illuminated, BR transports charge in one

direction and builds up electrostatic energy.

This mechanism has potential technical

applications in photovoltaic technology and

their realization of photovoltaic cells based on

the photosynthetic reaction centre can be

expected in about 10 years [Hampp, 1998],

although initial prototypes of can be expected

much sooner (Nicolini, 1996).

. The charge transfer brought about by

illuminating BR can also be used to generate an

electrical signal. This photoelectric property can

be utilized for photoelectric picture converters,

such as motion sensors and artificial retinas.

Development of the first prototypes can be

expected in 2-3 years (Hampp, 1998).

o During the light-energy conversion process BR

changes its colour in a series of steps. This

photochromic property can be exploited

for light-modulators, non-destructive material

testing and high-resolution displays. Prototypes

in this field are already being developed and

are awaiting market launch (Hampp, 1998).

o Cenetic engineering techniques may be used

to stabilize the two natural states of the BR

molecule such that it is possible to switch

between them using light of different colours.

By assigning the binary values 0 and 1 to the

two states an ensemble of BR molecules could

be used to store data. Since it is possible to

stack several BR-films on top of one another,

attempts are underway to develop BR-based

3D memories. The relativelv small size of the

protein would mean BR-based memories could

offer huge storage capacities per unit volume.

The future of the 'blochlp'

The 'biocomputer' or 'biochip', as we shall

understand it here, refers to computer or chip-

related material produced by a living organism.
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Although the biochips

may not be ready to
compete with their

silicon cousins for
some time, the

simpliciW of the
manufacturing process

makes them ideal

for high-volume

disposable items
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Although this approach offers the possibility

of significant potential savings in cost and size,

it is still some way from becoming a reality.

During its national programme for bioelechonic

technologies the Japanese Economic Planning

Agency announced that it did not expect

to see the first 'biocomputer' before 2020

(Ostasien-lnstitut, 1 992).

A group at Syracuse University led by Prof.

Birge is exploring the use of the photoreceptor

protein BR in optical three-dimensional memories

and parallel associative processors (Birge, 1992).

However, technical viability is not yet assured;

many of the key optical components required are

still in the development stage and managing the

undesirable physical properties of the protein

requires complex technical solutions (Birge, 19971.

Other organic materials have allowed the first

steps to be taken towards technical realization of

polymeric computer technologies. For instance,

the Canadian Bell Labs' (AT&T/Lucent Technology

R&D) already claim to have produced polymer

transistors (Bell Labs news, March '1998). They

have been working in collaboration with a

Norwegian company, Opticom ASA, which claims

to be the first company to have developed a

memory and processing architecture which can

operate exclusively with organic components

(Opticom ASA, 1998). Also, the Dutch Philips

Research Laboratories have succeeded in

developing complex all-polymer integrated

circuits on flexible wafers (Drury et al., 1998). The

simplicity of the manufacturing process compared

with ordinary silicon lithography promises very

cheap circuits in the future. However, the

performance of the all-polymer circuits built so far

is much less impressive than what is currently

possible using silicon-based technologies.

Nevertheless, computational speed and power

are not essential for the applications that the

proponents of the plastic electronics have in mind.

The combination of potentially low cost and

mechanical flexibility makes these materials ideal

for disposable, high-volume, electronic products,

such as consumer items or luggage labels

(Ziemelis, 1998). Several technical solutions for

increasing polymer conductivity are foreseen

which could be realized in the next 5 to 10 years.

Still, the question remains whether these polymer

systems can perform comparably to what will be

possible with silicon-based systems at that time.

Internatlonal R&D actlvltles in proteln-

based bloelectronlcs

Researchers in Europe are also currently

developing bioelectronic/bioelectric devices

based on photoreceptor proteins. With the

financial support of the Cerman Ministry for

Education, Science, Research and Technology a

research group under Prof. Hampp at the

University of Marburg is developing BR-based

systems in collaboration with scientists from

biotechnology (Prof. D. Oesterhelt, Max-Planck-

lnstitute for Biochemistry, Martinsried,) and

machine engineering (industry). To date they

have developed a number of BR-based

electrical devices including holographic

paftern recognition, holographic interferometers

for non-destructive testing of ceramics, and

high-resolution displays.

In ltaly a research programme in the

bioelectronics field is being conducted by the

Fondazione El.B.A. (Advanced Electronic and

Biotechnology). This organization grew out

of the national programme for bioelectronic

technologies (Polo Nazionale Bioelettronica,

PNB) in collaboration with the Russian Academy

of Sciences and the Jefferson Cancer Institute

in Philadelphia, USA. The E|.B.A. has enjoyed

success in projects with microelectronics and

biotechnology, but in order to improve on its

results, under the leadership of Prof. Nicolini, it
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set up a Science and Technological Park on the

island of Elba, and this is now working extensively

with industry internationally on photoreceptor

protein devices for displays, motion sensors, and

photovoltaic cells.

Thanks to Japan's concern to maintain its

dominant international position as an electronic

device producer, in 1986 "Biosensor, Biodevice

and Biocomputer" became a major national R&D

programme under the ministry for international

business and industry (MlTl) (Ostasien-lnstitut,

1992). Although the special MlTl programme

finished in 1996, industry is still carrying on

bioelectronics-related R&D activities. Patent

application data reveals Fujitsu and Sanyo Electric

Co., for example, to be active in the development

of BR-based electronics.

ln the US, the Defence Advanced Research

Projects Agency (DARPA) has issued a number of

grants for Small Business Innovation Research

(SBIR) into BR-based systems. In the last 6 years

these grants were awarded to eight different

SME's, which are collaborating with research

groups from American universities on these

projects. The project topics include laser

protective lenses, spatial light modulators, high-

speed holographic cameras, interferometers for

real{ime monitoring of crystal groMh, and 3D

optical memories (Database of DARPA).

MarketabilW and mcasures ne€dod

A series of technical advantages give

photoreceptor protein-based electronic devices

the edge over common technologies. In the case

of BR, as an example of a photoreceptor protein,

these include:

r The fact that BR's opto-electronic properties

are reversible means write/read/delete-cycles

and/or lifetimes many orders of magnitude

higher than those for synthetic pigments.
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. The sizes of the photoreceptor proteins are

in the nanometer range. Additionally,

photoreceptor proteins are regulated by light,

which gives them the advantage that photon-

fluxes ('light emission') can be made to

converge at higher densities than electric

currents. Together these two factors enable

higher resolutions for use in displays, pattern

recognition, light sensing and non-destructive

materials testing. For data storage, the

small size of BR molecules would make

it possible to create BR-based memories

with huge capacities.

. As BR is located in clusters in the bacterial

membrane (in the form of two-dimensional

protein crystals) it is easily incorporated in

technically utilizable polymer films. This

simplifies production and lowers the

production costs of biochips based on it. Also,

scaled-up BR production has already been

developed, with growth of BR-producing

bacteria in 10 m3 fermentors, allowing batch

production of hundreds of grams of the protein.

. Materials based on photoreceptor proteins are

not only flexible, but also non-toxic and

recyclable. In microelectronics, for example,

bacteriorhodopsin is being tested as a

functional matrix-element in a new nontoxic

micro-structuring technology for silicon

substances or printed circuits.

The technical development of a series of BR-

based systems may already be foreseen in the

short to medium term. These systems make use of

light-initiated charge separation in BR (applied for

instances in photovoltaic cells) or conversion of

light into electrical signals by BR (applied for

instance in photoelectric picture converters).

However, only comparison with the performance

of existing technologies once the first prototypes

of such devices have been developed will prove

their marketability. Moreover, the compared

technologies are often based on quite different
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Introducing products

incorporating photo-

electric proteins onto

the market is made

easier if developed in

conjunction with target
sector industries

physical principles, so standards have to be set as

to which parameters can be used to compare their

performance effectivel y.

Prototypes of BR-based electronic devices

which make use of BR's photochromic property

(i.e. the fact that it changes colour under

illumination) have already been developed and

will now have to face the test of the market. An

examole of a successful technical realization of a

8R-based system is a high resolution display

giving a resolution of 100 lines per mm, as

compared with the 4 lines per mm offered by

commonly available displays. These 8R-displays

are highly suitable for tele-medicine, where high-

resolution images and well-defined contrast is

important for diagnosis (Hampp, 1998).

Clearly, however, the successful market

introduction of a promising new technology

depends not only on its ingenuity, but also on the

right marketing process. Technologies have

frequently failed commercially because their

ma*eting failed to convince target markets that

adjustment to the new technology would be

profitable. A key to gefting round this is to
develop new technologies collaboratively

involving both system developers and target

industries. The Marburg team's success story with

the development of a BR-based holographic

interferometer for non-destructive testing of

ceramics in collaboration with a ceramics

manufacturer illustrates the point. Covernment

funding for the project was split between a team

of biotechnologists, mechanical engineers and

computer scientists who worked on the prototype

development, and a ceramics manufacturer who

carried the industrial testing and adjustment of

the new interferometer-system. In this way, the
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development of a market relevant technology

appropriate for its target industry was ensured,

broadening the acceptance of the new

technology by target markets.

In order to give these new technological

developments an even stronger push, education

in bioelectronics is already being organized in

Japan. The Science Council of Japan is promoting

measures to ensure that bioelectronics is one of

the subjects on advanced university courses. In

addition, the Tokyo Institute of Technology has

been offering Bioelectronics as a new course

at the faculty of biotechnology since 1988.

This approach guarantees more extensive

dissemination of knowledge about biomaterials

among the engineering community (Ostasien-

Institut, 1992). However, questions can be raised

as to whether specific educational programmes in

bioelectronics are necessary, or whether close

interdisciplinary co-operation in the respective

research programmes might be sufficient for

knowledge transfer.

As a final note it should be mentioned that in

this new interdisciplinary field, which lies at the

interface between electronics, computing and

biology, nomenclature is still a serious obstacle to

efficient communication. Definitions of terms such

as bioinformatics, biocomputing and biochip vary

greatly. To avoid misunderstandings and develop a

distinctive scientific language, it would be of great

benefit if an official organization could establish

clear definitions for the broad range of new

interdisciplinary items. As an example we have

proposed here the definition of a biochip as a chip

in which incorporates material produced by a

living cell and that functions in a way deriving

from its biological function. f
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In recent years we have

seen an intertwining of
business, research and

government in what

may be described as a

"triple helix" of actors,

institutions and

regulations

The actors in the
process are orawn

from academia,

government and

business. Although

each of these has its

own culture, they are

converging
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The Triple Helix Model: a Tool for
the Study of European Regional
Socio-Economic Systems

Riccardo Viale and Beatrice 0higlione, Fondazione Rosse,li

lssu€: Th€ Trip|e Hellx model, htroduced durhg studles of innovatlon economv could be

conslclered a usetul analytic tool for the stJdy of European reglonal soclo-economic systems.

R€levance: The Trlple Helix model could help useful concluslons for reglonal s,/T policies

to be drawn.
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A Definitlon of the tTlple Helix

T n recent decades we have witnessed a

I convergence and crossing-over of three worlds

I which were once very much separate: public

I ,esear.h, business and government. This

convergence has been represented and explained by

Etzkowitz through the Triple Helix model (CESPRI,

1997 and Etzkowitz, undated), which was further

developed by Leydesdorff who has provided

theoretical systems with which to develop the idea

flones-Evans, 1997, Leydesdortf, 1996 and 1997).

This model refers to a spiral (versus traditional linear)

model of innovation that captures multiple

reciprocal relationships among institutional settings

(public, private and academic) at different stages

in the capitalization of knowledge. These three

institutional spheres which formerly operated at

arms'length in liberal capitalist societies are

increasingly working together, with a spiral pattern of

linkages emerging at various stages of the innovation

process, to form the so-called "Triple Helix."

The model of the Triple Helix resulting by the

final convergence of these three worlds could be

represented by three factors: the actors, the

institutions and the rules and regulations.

Actors

This is the "micro" level where the evolutionary

characteristics of the model are most clearly visible.

The actors perform according to roles and models

of action which involve various and varied cultures

which were once separated and belonging to the

three worlds: academia, government and business.

These three worlds are therefore converging:

r Academic researchers become entrepreneurs

for their own technologies,

. Entrepreneurs working in a University

laboratory or technology transfer office.

. Public researchers spend time working in

a company.

. Academic and industrial researchers manage

regional agencies responsible for technology

transfer,

Instltutlons

The "meso" level relates to institutions: it is

these that organize production and make use of

the technological knowledge. We can divide them

into three sub-categories: 1) the "hybrid agents of

innovation", such as university hitech spin-offs, or

venture capital societies set up by universities.

,JtttJ
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They are directly responsible for the production

and use of knowledge and are hybrid forms of

interaction between university, business and

government, 2) the "innovation interfaces"

between business and research; 3) and "innovation

coordinators" responsible for coordination and

management of the various phases of innovation

activity. Among 2 and 3 are to be found all those

institutions operating as a support to traditional

research institutions, such as regional technology

transfer agencies. Their task is to take a top-down

approach to organizing the interactions between

enterprise and public research, dissemination of

technological know-how in the region, etc.

R€gulatlons

This "macro" level is essential in order to set

guidelines for policy incentives: the actor will

make decisions according to the normative

framework and to the financial incentives already

on the ground.

ln addition to traditional S&T policy tools such

as the legislation on property rights and on

autonomy of universities, some effective tools

have been experimented with in the US market:

. laws supporting 'rventure capital activities' for

hi{ech businesses.

. NASDAQ, a Stock Exchange helping, among

others, high{ech businesses.

N3o-Corporatlst Or EUOlUtlOnary

lYlple Helix?

The model described above is a prescriptive

answer to the problems of competition and

knowledge generation. However, it is also an

empirical description of what is happening in

various parts of the industrialized world.

There are however two different interpretations

of the Triple Helix model: the neo-corporatist

tt.Jt,J
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interpretation is focussed on reaching a consensus

on activities among the representatives of

academia, industry and government and with the

involvement of "innovation coordinators". The

coordination commiftees plan the integration

process and there is no belief in the possibility of an

endogenous evolution. These commiftees set up

the institutions able to increase the technological

output according to a top-down model.

A European regional S&T policy example is the

constitution of regional technology transfer

agencies in Lombardy, ltaly. According to CESPRI

(Campodall'Orto), in fact, 91.1o/' ol innovative

firms in Lombardy have never had contact with

these centres, whereas they have frequent direct

and cooperative contacts with universities following

a bottom-up technology transfer approach. Among

the technology transfer centres set up in Lombardy,

CESTEC is the most typical example of a topdown

neo-corporatist approach: the technology transfer

agency was set up by a public-private initiative but

it gradually became a technical support agency for

regional initiatives and it has lost its primary role as

an agent for technology transfer.

The neocorooratist model is however not

satisfactory in terms of the level of integration

among actors, and it rarely results in innovation-

related business start-ups and has a generally low

technological output.

The most effective answer lies in the legislative

measures supporting a bottom-up approach

involving all actors. In fact no coordination or

planning committee, as prowd by many experiments

in this field, has enough knowledge or information

which is typical of tfre interaction among various

socio-economic actors. Therefore the neocorporatist

model implying coordination commiftees is, usually,

a weak defensive answer to the difficuhies of the

innovation context to find integration opportunities

in order to increase technology production.
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The evolutionary model

envisages a more active

role for government,

particularly in defining

regulations and

incentives

Universities can play an

important role as

promoters of socio-

economic development

in European countries

and regions

The neo-corporatist model stands opposite an

evolutionary Triple Helix model where the

government role is limited but more crucial. In

fact it has to define the normative framework

appropriate for the planning of individual

incentives for reorienting academic and industrial

actors towards a higher level of integration.

According to experience from the USA and some

EU countries it seems that it is possible to obtain

in terms of technological innovation, from the

spontaneous convergence of industrial and

academic world.

The evolutionary interpretation of the Triple

Helix model assumes that within specific local

contexts universities, government and industry

are learning to encourage economic growth

through the development of what has been

called "generative relationships" (Leydesdorff &

Etzkowitz, 1997) i.e. loosely coupled reciprocal

relations and joint undertakings that persist over

time and induce changes in the way agents come

to conceive their environment and how to act in it.

As far as European countries and regions are

concerned, and according to the evolutionary

interpretation of the Triple Helix model, it is

therefore important to stress the role universities

can play as promoters of socio-economic

development (Fondazione Rosselli, 1995),

especially in the context of peripheral regions

that are not currently recognized as

technologically dynamic. In these areas the

productive system is based largely on

traditionally run SMEs combined with a lack of

R&D investment and the weakness of the

institutional support system. The evolutionary

triple helix model suggests that there is a

potential for knowledge-based development in

these regions stressing the role that universities

can play as a factor for socio-economic

development within a spiral trilateral interaction

between academia, industry and government.
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In lreland, for example, Trinity College

University in Dublin set up the Innovation Centre

around ten years ago with the specific aim of

hosting companies, industrial laboratories and,

most of all, to help some academic teachers

to become entrepreneurs. Since then, various

international campus companies have been set up

and are being run by academics; international

corporations have been attracted to Trinig College

and have set up laboratories which share university

human resources and technological equipment and

which aftract the best university researchers; the

government as well has set up public laboratories

and research centres aiming to let them interact

with the enterprises present there (Cebhart, 1996).

ileo-corporatlst yersus Evolutlonary

l}lple Hellx: The results of th€ analysis

of some Reglonal European Innovatlon

Systems

The following analysis of concrete regional

case studies shows the relevance of the Triple

Helix model for the analysis and implementation

of regional innovation policies. Though

technologically very strong relative to other parts

of ltaly, Lombardy (Campodall'Orto, 1997;

Etzkowitz, 1997; Lane, 1 991 ) is a long way behind

other industrialized regions of the world. The

presence of regional technology transfer agencies

has not supported successful technology transfer

experiences, as mentioned above and therefore

companies tend to establish direct contacts with

universities, above all the Politecnico di Milano.

This reveals the public agencies, shortcomings in

promoting technology transfer to business.

As for universities and research centres in

Lombardy, they rarely play the role of setting up

"hybrid agents of innovation", such as Science

Parks. The only successful technology transfer

example is the Photonic Research Centre at the

Politecnico di Milano, funded by Pirelli, which

,Jrt-J,J
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implies spontaneous convergence of industry and

academia and has met with approval and

incentives from local government (Teknova, 1995).

Notwithstanding this and a few other examples, the

Lombardy universities are far from the University

model as an economic actor in the technology

market. In terms of innovation output from

businesses, 92.5oh of patents are produced by

private research centres, of which 84o/o are

produced by multinationals (Assolombard a, 1 994\.

Last but not least, technology policy

concentrates on the national level and only three

regional laws for innovation financing have been

introduced. They have partially failed as a result

of the lack of a serious technology foresight study.

In Catalonia, Spain, S&T policy over the last

decade has been considerably more innovative

than at any previous time. This period has been

marked by a significant increase in public and

private S&T funding, which translated into a

considerable increase in S&T spending, human

resources and infrastructure. S&T policy in some

way reflects, however, a more typical top-down

approach: it has led to the creation of a neo-

corporationist-type triple helix of academia,

government and industry relations. That is to say

the relation has emerged as a consequence of the

role of the state has aiming more to finance

technology programmes which are being produced

by the national or Catalan governments and public

research structures, rather than set incentives for

spontaneous university-industry relations and

related technology transfer processes. In order to

maintain the spirit of innovation it is therefore

necessary to solve some problems in the process of

technology transfer from university to industry.

Nevertheless an example of a successful attempt

at university-industry collaboration is given by the

Barcelona Science Park (Bellavista, undated) which

describes an evolution towards more dvnamic

-J,J-J'T
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university models. This Science Park seems to take

into account the need for universities to be well

connected with the economic and social world as

their main target. The location of the Science Park

in the Pedralbes Area responds to the existing

availability of research potential in that area which

is where the Universig of Barcelona locates its

most active research personnel and most important

research infrastructures and services. The same can

be observed in the Catalonia Polytechnic

University and in the CSIC Institutes in Barcelona.

The high standard location is used as a factor in

attracting investment to the area. ln fact the

concentration of research potential is unique in the

geography of Catalonia and it may be considered

an important added value for the development of

research, innovation and technology transfer

processes. Trilateral relationships have developed:

the University provided the site, the Catalonian

Autonomous Covernment and the Spanish

Covernment have supported the project

economically and politically since its inception.

The Catalonia Savings Bank regional development

funds from EU have also supported the initiative.

An evolutionary interpretation of the triple helix has

taken place since the relationships among actors

have shaped according to a networks innovation

model (Campodall'Orto, 1997) where sharing

information, knowledge and experience are given

high priority. Within the Barcelona Science

Park project the virtuous cycle of academia-

government-industry relations has been translated

into an integration system that involves universities,

research institutes, governments, private

companies, research personnel and infrastructures.

In this respect the Barcelona Science Park

and the Photonic Centre at Politecnico di

Milano are two promising examples of a new

evolutionary triple-helix approach. These two

regional case studies suggest that the Triple Helix

model can be applicable to the analysis of

regional S&T policies in Europe. f
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The Barcelona Science

Park is an example of a

successFul universiw-

industrv collaboration
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The IPTS is one of the seven institutes of the Joint Research Centre of the EU Commission. lb remit

is the observation and follow-up of technological change in its broadest sense, ih order to.

understand better is links with economic and social change. The Institute carries out and co-

odrnlel reqalefl m improve'our understaidlirg of tfti 
ifect,of 

new ectrnotodes,.arU tfreir
relationship O their socioecor,rgnric contsd. '''l r- ,,'. ' - 

. ., , .'

'

The purpose of fiis ,arorf4 isto ${ipport the decryion-make1 in the managenrent of,chqxgg pivotally. .

anchord on fi developments. In this endearour IPIS enjoys a dual advantage: being a prrt of n"
Commission IPTS shares EU goals and priorities; on tlre other hand it cherishes its res€arch institute

neutrality and distance fronr the intricacies of actual policy-making This combination allows the

IPTS to build bridges betr,ven EU undertakings, contributing to ard co-ordinating the creation of
cornmon knowfedge bases at the disposal of all stake-holders. Though the work of $e IPTS is

mainly addressed to the Commission, it also works with decision-makers in the ,Euro{ban

Parliament, and agencies and institutions in the Member States.

The Institute's main activities, defined in close cooperation with the decisioh-maker are:

l. Techndogy lVatcli. This activity aims to alert European decision-makers to the social, economic

and political €onseqrencs of major teghnological isues ard hends. This is achieved through the

European Science and Technology Obseruatory (ESTO), a Europan-wlde network of nationally

based organisations. The IPTS is the cenhal no& of ESTO, co-ordinaring technology watch ,ioini

raentures' widr the aim of be$er understanding mchnological change.''

2. Tecfrmlogy, *ryl"Vr.q & aomppfitiver-gs Civen the significarrce of these issrcs for Europe

and the EU irutitutions, the technology-employment{ornpetitiveness relationship is Sre driving

force behind all IPTS activities, focusing analysis on the ptential of promising €chrnlogies for job

creatioJr, econsnic growfr and social welfare. such analyses may be linked to spcific
technologies, technological sectors, or cross-sect'oral issues and thenes

3. Support for policl:nn*ing Tfre lPfS also undertakes wo* to suppoft both Commission services

and other EU institutions in response to specific rquests, usually as-a direet conhibution to
decision-making andor policy:imphmentation. These tasks are fully integated with, and take full

advantage of on-going Technofogy Watch activities

' '1r' .:*...,
As well as collaboraiing directly with policy-rnakerc in order to obtain firstJrand urdentandirg of
their concerns, tfre lrts dnws 

-upn 
sector aclors' knowledge and gomotes dialggue hhryeen

them, whilst workirg in close co-operation with the scientific community so as to emure technical

irccuracy: ln addition'to its flagship IPTS Report, the work of the IPTS is also presented in mcasional

pp$eciiVi nctes; a-seriegOf do0sien, synthesis reports and wo*ing,papers, ,. ., .. ;
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The Europeon Science ond Technology Observotory Network (ESTO):

lPtS - JRC - Europeqn Commission

WT.C., lslo de lo Cortr,rio s/n,E-41O92, Se'rillo, Spoin

cf.: +34-95-448 8297;Iox: +34-95-4/;8 82 93; e-moil: iph-:ecr@irc.es
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